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Executive Summary (10%)

The goal of this project was to develop an online marketplace to connect tutors and students. This
addressed issues of inconvenience and high time consumption of the traditional methods. Our delivered
solution is a web and mobile application, implemented on React, Java, and Flutter for an effective
student-tutor match. The platform functionality also enables online class scheduling and user-wise
communication. The developed solution fulfills the objectives of creating an affordable and convenient
tutoring platform.

Introduction (10%)

Problem description andmotivation:
The motivation behind our project is to address the inefficiency of the current methods of finding qualified
tutors in Kazakhstan. Oftentimes, it is time-consuming and sometimes even costly. There is also a limited
number of tutor websites currently operating in Kazakhstan, and, even then, most of them have irrelevant
data. To handle these issues, this project intends to build an online tutoring marketplace that provides a
seamless, efficient, and engaging solution for matching students with tutors based on the personalized
criteria. The platform services are also offered to educational institutions in order to help them improve
communication with their students and promote themselves to a larger audience.

Project description:
The focus of our online tutoring marketplace is on usability. The platform serves both tutors and students.
Those in need of tutoring services can create a student profile, specify their subject, location, and pricing
preferences, and then receive personalized tutor recommendations. When a tutor is chosen, the platform
offers a messaging chatbox for communication, video classes, and the ability to share educational materials.
Tutors can create their profiles, list their schedules and choose students. In order to increase engagement
among student, tutors can also recommend certain study materials and post them on their weed, or host
video conferencing webinars and classes.

Report organization:
This report is organized into the following sections to provide a cohesive and systematic project
presentation:

1. Background and related work: includes approaches others have used to solve a similar problem
2. Project approach: includes a detailed description of our solution, high-level software architecture

diagrams, workflow diagrams, roles of each teammember, tools used, and use case diagrams.



3. Project execution: includes design decisions, changes to the project, and encountered problems over
the course of the last two semesters.

4. Evaluation: an analysis of our project evaluation through user feedback using a questionnaire.
5. Conclusion and possible future work
6. References
7. Appendix: includes the questions and summary of answers from the questionnaire.

Background and RelatedWork (15%)

For research purposes, we analyzed similar popular online marketplaces.
LRNKEY [1]. Learnkey is an online tutoring platform. The platform has tutors in more than 25 fields.
Methodology is simple as ours: student chooses tutor from given list, books a lesson. Also, similar to our
project, it provides a way to sign up for both students and tutors. First lesson for a teacher is free for
students. Lessons are only one on one through online video calls provided by the platform, in contrast to us.
Students can assess and leave comments about tutors. Tutors also should provide schedules and preview
videos.

Preply [2]. Preply is an online language tutoring platform. The platform has nearly 24 language sections.
The methodology is as previous one: student chooses tutor from the list, and books a lesson. Similar to
LRNKEY, it provides a registration for both students and teachers. In contrast to LRNKEY and our project,
the service is more global in a way that it provides a variety of languages that the website works with.
Tutors there also provide schedules and preview videos. Tutors are divided into categories such as simple
tutors, “super tutors”, and “professional tutors”. Similarly to LRNKEY, students can assess and leave
comments about tutors.

Skooli [3]. Skooli is a tutoring platform. It emphasizes its focus on student safety by including rigorous tutor
background checks and data privacy for students, which is also a key piece in our project. It also provides
24/7 online help for students, which is quite difficult to implement. It requires its teachers to have a license.
In contrast to previous platforms, it provides its services for organizations and companies, schools and
districts, and individual students. It uses an hourly payment system, which is not the system that we will
use.

Project Approach (20%)

Last semester during the initial planning stages, we created a system flow diagram and UML diagram to
visualize the key components and their interaction on our platform. The system flow diagram structurizes
the main processes and data flows between components on the system. It includes high-level flow charts
starting from opening the web application and all the way up to conducting the lessons on the platform.
User functionality can be shown to differ depending on the user type (Student, Tutor, or Admin).



Figure 1. System flow diagram

The following is the UML diagram of our system. It describes the platform as a composition of classes,
where each class, as a separate entity, interacts with other classes as defined by the relationships below.



Figure 2. UML diagram for the system

Then, we created use case and sequence diagrams alongside page mockups for each main functional
requirement. Speci�ically, use case diagrams were used to capture the primary �low of user interaction at a
higher level of abstraction, while sequence diagrams were created to further understand the technical
interactions between the system components.

1. User registration, profile creation



Figure 3. Sequence diagram for student registration and pro�ile creation



Figure 4. Mobile app screenshots for student registration and pro�ile creation

2. Tutor search and �iltering

Figure 5. Use case diagram for tutor search and �iltering



Figure 6. Sequence diagram for tutor search and �iltering



Figure 7. Mobile app screenshots for tutor search and lesson status

3. Booking a class

Figure 8. Use case diagram for booking a class



Figure 9. Sequence diagram for booking a class



Figure 10. Mobile app screenshots for booking a class



4. Messaging

Figure 11. Use case diagram for Student messaging a Tutor

Figure 12. Sequence diagram for Student messaging a Tutor



Figure 13. Mobile app screenshots for Student messaging a Tutor

5. Rating and review

Figure 14. Use case diagram for Student leaving a rating and a review for a Tutor



Figure 15. Sequence diagram for Student leaving a rating and a review for a Tutor



Figure 16. Mobile app screenshot for Tutor rating and review

6. Pro�ile “following”

Figure 17. Use case diagram for Student “following” a Tutor



Figure 18. Sequence diagram for Student “following” a Tutor

Figure 19. Mobile app screenshots for news feed and Student “followings”



Team responsibilities:
Zhassulan - Front-end development

● Designed and developed the website user interface using Next.js and React
● Set up the role based authentication utilizing server-side rendering
● Utilized the cutting edge technologies like React Server Components and Server Actions for

maximum performance

Dilnas - Back-end development
● Set up the database and data storage using PostgreSQL and Hibernate
● Designed the system logic
● Designed and developed APIs
● Testing and quality assurance of the backend of the system
● Collaborated with Zhassulan - frontend developer on requests handling and web app architecture

Aruay, Bibigul - Mobile app development
● Designed and implemented core UI components using Flutter widgets
● Developed modular pages for key features like user and tutor pro�iles, messaging, class booking, etc.
● Tested app functionality across Android and iOS device sizes

Frameworks and third-party tools used:
1. Figma - for designing initial page layouts
2. React - for implementing the UI of web app
3. Next.js - server-side rendering of the React app
4. Java - for implementing the logic of the system
5. Spring Boot - for setting up, con�iguring and running the app
6. Spring JPA - for storing data in relational database
7. Spring Security - to develop authentication, authorization and provide protection
8. Hibernate - to map relational database to Java objects
9. Maven - project management and build tool
10. TypeScript - for type-safe JavaScript development
11. PostgreSQL - database management system to store data and communicate with database servers
12. Flutter - for a cross-platform mobile app development

The following pubspec.yaml dependencies were utilized in building the Flutter mobile app:
● flutter: The Flutter SDK itself which provides core Flutter functionality.
● flutter_svg: Allows rendering SVG images from assets. Used for logos.
● flutter_rating_bar: Reusable widget to select and display star ratings. Used for tutor profile ratings.
● cupertino_icons: Provides Cupertino style icons for iOS-style widgets. Used for tabs, buttons etc.
● intl: Internationalization library for formatting numbers, dates etc. Used for date formatting.
● pin_code_fields: Widget for building pin/OTP input screens. Used for authentication.
● smooth_page_indicator: Customizable page indicator for viewPagers/paginations. Used for

onboarding.

Project Execution (15%)

Design decisions:



In the planning stage, we created sequence diagrams and use case diagrams to map out the key user flows
and interactions with the system. These served as a starting point to develop initial visual mockups using
Figma. This helped ensure the visual designs followed a consequential logical flow that aligned with our
analysis of intended usage.

Changes in the project:
Initially, we proposed developing the back-end APIs and services using the Go programming language.
However, later on we encountered some challenges with Go, and it was decided to rather switch to Java for
the back-end platform. Specifically, we opted to implement the backend services using Spring framework
(Spring Boot, Spring JPA, and Spring Security). Making this change allowed us to reduce the technical risk
and ensured we could deliver the project within the timeline.

What went wrong and howwe dealt with the problems encountered:
With everyone having different commitments outside of the project, scheduling clashes posed an initial
difficulty as some members had work in addition to studies while others focused on graduate school
applications through the semester.

To make things a bit easier with our scheduling challenges, we decided to split into two smaller teams.
Dilnas and Zhassulan focused on backend and frontend web development, while Aruay and Bibigul tackled
developing the mobile app on Flutter. This way, each pair could check in with each other more fluidly
without depending on everyone's schedules aligning.

Then, we scheduled online meetings when we hit certain project milestones or needed some clarifications
regarding the project. Dividing the work this way definitely made communication simpler and allowed us to
stay on track throughout the semester.

Evaluation (20%)

To evaluate whether our web and mobile applications successfully solved the problem of a seamless and
effective tutor-student search and communication, we conducted user testing and collected feedback
through a questionnaire.

We had 11 potential users try out both website and mobile app. After interacting with each system, the
users were asked to complete a questionnaire through Google Forms. The questionnaire contained
questions about the usability, design, difficulty finding any functionality and overall experience of both
systems. It utilized a mixture of rating scale and open-ended questions.

We received completed questionnaires from all 11 users. The results were automatically compiled and
analyzed in Google Forms. Charts and graphs were also generated to visualize the quantitative rating scale
responses.

Some of the key findings from the questionnaire data include:
● On average, users rated how intuitive the systems are and ease of use of both platforms around 4.5

out of 5. This indicates that the systems have generally good usability.
● Most users (73%) did not have any trouble finding the necessary information on the platforms,

however, a few noted that since the icons in the mobile application do not have separate labels, they
had to try out all four main pages to fully understand what each icon means.

● As an area for improvement, a few users noted how to improve the “booking” section.



After analyzing the questionnaire results, the following changes were made to the system:
1. Previously, the class time details were only shown when initially choosing a time slot, but not

afterwards when selecting other features or proceeding to payment, which caused uncertainty for
users about whether they selected the correct slot. Now, the time details continue to be displayed
even after selecting a slot.

2. Design improvements for better color coordination on the platform.
3. Some icons were replaced with more intuitive ones.

The full list of questions along with graphical summaries of user answers are provided in the Appendix.

Conclusion and possible future work (5%)

Overall, the goal of this project was to develop fully functional web and mobile applications for effectively
connecting students and tutors, and the project was successful in delivering a this solution.

We also got to present our project at the International Scientific and Practical Conference “Industrial
Development: Technologies for People and Services in the Era of Innovation” on December 5, 2023.

In the future, the application can be further improved by implementing scheduling reminders and
cancellation policies. Current messaging system can also be enhanced to include group chats and file
sharing.
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User feedback summary from Google Forms questionnaire:
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Please share your feedback about both systems:

1. I liked the color choices but there was no option for direct payment when booking a class, is it
done separately?

2. I haven't seen a similar platform in Kazakhstan, i think it can help many freelance tutors
(especially students)

3. I would prefer if the two systems had identical design
4. Overall, i liked the systems but i did not understand how skills and achievements are earned in

the website
5. Both platforms are intuitive and easy to use, i just usually use my phone with apps more than a

website
6. Both systems are nice, the website has the main icons labeled making it easier
7. I usually use mobile versions of everything
8. The class booking in calendar is only for 1 week in advance, i cannot book a class for the

upcoming month for example
9. The platform is nice and will be used by many students if eventually deployed
10. While booking a class and choosing a slot on mobile app, the details are not displayed on the

screen before payment so i had to re-check if it was correctly selected
11. No option of selecting only certain classes for payment/booking, no separate "wishlist" or

something to save certain potential tutor profiles without actually booking a class


